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DANIEL belonged to an ancient family, the Daniels
JVIIIOHN
of Daresbury in north-west Cheshire. In the reign of Henry
this family's fortunes, never great, were at a low ebb: in
the 1530s an earlier John Daniel had to mortgage his manor
of Daresbury to a successful, office-holding lawyer, and in
1545 his son Thomas was £500 in debt to two gentlemen. John
Daniel the Elizabethan was the grandson of the debtor Thomas.
He did not inherit overflowing family coffers but rather took
over when the Daniels were struggling to keep their estates
intact. Moreover, John started off with another disadvantage:
when his father died in 1558 John was still a minor, being only
fourteen years old. Young John was a royal ward and his
wardship and marriage came to Thomas Webster, who, as a
gentleman of the Inner Temple, no doubt made the most of
his legal rights: Webster could take the rents and profits of the
boy Daniel's lands and arrange his marriage. It seems that
John avoided this last possibility only by paying Webster £70.
It would be good to know where Daniel was educated. He
was born in Ireland and if this is where he was brought up an
Irish family of Daniels did exist this may have been a factor
of great importance in the development of his later attitudes
and interests, for Ireland, a socially, politically and religiously
divided country, was a good training ground for any would-be
man of affairs in the sixteenth century.
John certainly never showed any desire to stay longer than
necessary in the political backwater of Daresbury watching the
painfully slow growth of his wheat and barley. At eighteen he
was already attending upon an Irish nobleman, the Earl of
Ormond, at Court, and so for the first time met the Queen,
whose friendship with Ormond was to develop to the point of
scandal.
About this time (i.e. about 1562) John entered Barnard's
Inn, though this does not prove that he ever intended practising
the law: for a young gentleman it was the fashionable thing to
do. Probably it also provided John, a land-owning, leaseholding squire who was rarely to be out of one court or another,
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with some necessary knowledge of the laws of property and of
procedure in the courts. Indeed this was almost a vital part of
the education of any young man who wanted to climb the
social ladder by means of service or attendance upon the
Queen or her nobles.
John had thoroughly familiarised himself with Irish affairs
by 1571, when he acted as the Earl of Ormond's man in London.
Almost certainly he had returned to Ireland with Ormond in
1569, but had then been sent back by the Earl to London.
Once in the capital John diligently looked after his master's
affairs, both talking and writing to the great Lord Burghley.
John moved in quite exalted circles.
This may have gone to his head. Already he was living beyond
his means. In 1572 he was in debt and wrote to Burghley,
"Good my lord, I have no friend here but yow onelie. Tender
and pittie my case for trulie I must to Jeile for certaine debt yf
yor honor will not help me." John had acquired the rectory of
Minshull in Cheshire from the Crown for a mere £4 a year.
He mortgaged this property in the mid-seventies, at which time
he even had to mortgage some of his Daresbury lands to his
tenants.
Though in 1575 John was in Ireland with his master, the Earl
of Ormond, his economic position was clearly not very satisfactory. John never gained a permanent office of any substance
through his links with Ormond; and later, in 1581, perhaps
feeling insecure and restless, John volunteered to go to Spain to
mix with Irish traitors who had sailed there seeking help from
Philip II. John told Lord Burghley that, since he had been
acquainted with some of the traitors when they had been the
Queen's faithful subjects, he was sure they would reveal to him
all their plans, and that he would go to Spain on his own
initiative, but "want of abilitie" (lack of cash) prevented him.
If the Queen would grant him "reasonable entertainment" for
himself and his man during his stay there, he would certainly go.
This letter is so typical of John Daniel: he follows flowery
protestations of loyalty to the Queen with requests for money.
It is easy cynically to reject the former as mere formality or
sham, but a case can be made out that John's actions were
motivated, in part at least, by a kind of patriotism. John was
Ormond's servant and Ormond was, for a sixteenth-century
Irishman, a most enlightened Anglophile, who saw that Irish
peace and prosperity could best be secured by a general recognition of, and a constant loyalty to, the English government.
He believed that only when a strong central government was
established in Ireland would there be an end to the traditional
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feuds which divided his country. His aims were shared by few
and too often his dreams of a peaceful Ireland were shattered by
rebels, traitors and Spaniards. Now some of Ormond's attitudes
and ideals may well have been absorbed by John, who may also
have come to hate the rebel, the traitor and the Spaniard.
Certainly John seems to have respected Ormond; in all John's
writings there is not one word against him. Moreover, John's
letter to Lord Burghley in 1581 was written in the middle of
one of the most serious risings his master Ormond and the
English had to face, that of Desmond, which had just been
reinforced by the arrival in Ireland of a detachment of Spanish
soldiers.
John's motives, therefore, in volunteering to go to Spain to
mix with Irish traitors, may have been both patriotic and
financial; besides which secret service work seems to have been
his natural bent. Apparently nothing came of John's little
scheme, for he was still in Ireland in 1582 when he was described as "servant to the Lord Deputy".
Between 1582 and 1587 we lose trace of him altogether,
except in the Daresbury evidences, and in these there are only
two deeds, the second of which is another mortgage. Was he in
Spain? Was he in Ireland? Or was this the time when, to quote
him, "I returned unto the countrie and applied myself to
husbandrie", and in so doing "loste my best friends at court"?
This lacuna in our biography is most disappointing, since
these years witnessed the events which culminated in the
Spanish Armada. England prepared for the invasion. Men were
raised and trained in every county, with the local gentry under
the lords lieutenant at their head. On 30 October 1587 John
Daniel, reappearing on our scene, was appointed captain of
the hundred of Bucklow, one of the major military positions
of the county. The deputy lieutenants, Sir John Savage and
Sir Hugh Chomley, kept in close touch with him. Musters were
held and in the summer of 1588 John had to have his men ready
at one hour's notice for "the King of Spaigne his fleete ys upon
the seas".
England survived the Armada but the war with Spain continued. In February 1590 the Earl of Derby informed John that
"the king of Spain with the assistance of the Pope and other
capital enemies of this Realme dothe mightilie prepare armies
both by sea and land with all resolucon to Invade her Majesties
dominions this next Somer, especially England". When summer
came, John was warned that "some pale attempt is intended
against this shire, Lancashire and the north of Wales by the
Spanish enemy", and he was told to get ready.
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John was still actively if intermittently exercising his socially
rather desirable but financially rather burdensome office as
captain till at least mid-1591, when he set off on his wanderings
again. In November 1591 John was in the Spanish Netherlands
in the presence of Jesuit priests. Since there is not a scrap of
evidence to suggest t hat he had been sent to Flanders on secret
service work by the government, we must suppose he had gone
there on his own initiative. This 1591 visit is not well documented
and we know little of his doings there. Certainly Daniel was
back in England by the beginning of the next year, attending
upon his old master, the Earl of Ormond, and hoping for
advancement to an office in the household at Court.
For the fortunate or the skilled London offered golden
opportunities; but for the would-be courtier in search of office
failure there could be disastrous: he had to spend money on
fashionable clothes and on living the life of a gentleman of the
Court. For a small squire from the comparatively poor north
of England such necessary status symbols could soon drive
him to the money-lender and then to the jailhouse. The problem
was perhaps less acute in Daniel's case, for he was already
attached, if rather vaguely, to the Earl of Ormond and it seems
he did receive some kind of allowance from the Queen
probably in the form of food and drink. Even so, John must have
found London life a drain on his very limited resources; and
there is some evidence to suggest that John's finances were
tottering in the early nineties.
Partly for this reason John left England again in 1592 for
Flanders, where he intended to mix with those Catholics
abroad who were plotting to overthrow Elizabeth's government.
Having won their confidence and discovered their plots, he
could then pass on the details to English privy councillors and
receive from them handsome rewards.
Secret agents like Daniel are always something of a mystery
to their contemporaries and often puzzle the historian. A letter
of 1592 mentions Daniel "who is either employed for the queen,
or is a notable knave in no mean matters". These were the
alternatives certainly: Daniel, faithful servant or notable knave.
In which capacity was he in Brussels in May 1592 when a
Jesuit priest spoke to him of a plot to assassinate Elizabeth ?
The priest, according to Daniel, came on behalf of the Jesuit
leaders and Sir William Stanley (the traitor from Hooton,
Cheshire), who wanted a tall, resolute and desperate Irishman
willing to go to England to kill the Queen. The priest asked
Daniel if he could find someone to do this, and as inducements
both material and spiritual benefits were promised: 2,000
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crowns and a pension increase from 15 to 30 marks per month
on the one hand; everlasting life on the other, for the doer
of this "blessed deed . . . would win Heaven and become a
saint if he should be killed and . . . would be chronicled for
ever."
Daniel told the Jesuits he had one such tall, resolute and
desperate man available, Hugh Cahill by name, but the two
men, Daniel and Cahill, had agreed to deceive the priestly
plotters. Cahill was to pretend to be genuinely interested in the
plot but was not to put it into execution. They met the Jesuits
and the methods of assassination were then discussed. Cahill
was to buy a horse for £10 and to serve some person about the
Queen's privy chamber. Finding Her Majesty in progress, or
abroad taking the air and somewhat distant from her train,
Cahill was to set spurs to his horse and strike the Queen with
a sword on her head or thrust it into her body. Alternatively,
he might concoct a petition, and in exhibiting it to her, as she
was coming out of her garden, thrust a dagger into her body.
In short, Cahill was to kill the Queen. By 24 August 1592
Daniel was in England and Cahill followed later, smuggling
himself in with a missionary priest. John's object now was to
persuade influential members of Elizabeth's government that he
had something worth selling: vital information concerning
Catholic plots to kill the Queen. In return he could hope, if not
for cash, then at least for favour which could help him win his
law suits or even gain office at Court.
Daniel delivered to the Eord Treasurer (Burghley) " a list of
names of persons of sundry nations, with every man's mark,
age and stature, who should come from parts abroad to kill
the Queen". This quotation is taken from a letter of one of the
leading Jesuits. Hugh Owen. Owen had heard that Daniel's list
of potential assassins included Burgundians and he was sure
that "none such are to be found in the world". The rest,
Englishmen and Irishmen serving in the regiment of Sir William
Stanley, Owen maintained had never thought of any such matter.
He gave the case of John Annias as an example: "He is a sorry
fellow, can make white powder and would not kill a cat if she
looked him in the face". Sir William Stanley himself "had no
more to do with these doings of killing the Queen than the
man in the moon"; and that Stanley and himself had sent over
Cahill to kill the Queen was of course nonsense, "quite untrue".
Daniel's list of suspects was circulated to the ports and landing
places of England so that watch could be kept. Perhaps as a
result a few of the Flanders gang were seized, but Daniel's
contribution to the longevity of Elizabeth should not be exag-
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gerated, for whether this list included genuinely dangerous
persons or was just made to impress it is impossible to say.
One fact, however, is indisputable: Daniel gave these accounts
of assassination plots with various additions to persons in
authority at various times during the years 1592-94. Thus in
August 1593 John repeated the Hugh Cahill story and also
added new details to the plotters' repertoire, trunks of powder
and balls of poison; and in February 1594 he alleged that a
veritable gunpowder plot was afoot, to blow up not the Parliament house but the Tower of London, and to set alight the
ports and warehouses of Thames-side.
We might, therefore, expect to see John reaping the rewards
of his double dealing. Not so; the opposite was rather the case.
In January 1593 he was replaced in a small official post in
Ireland by, as the Queen's patent put it, "a man expert and
faithful to us, being void of corruption". And on one occasion,
we are told, the Queen "seemed willing to sign a warrant for
money for certain Irishmen, but she stayed", changed her
mind, and ordered specifically "that no part of the money
should be given to Daniel and another whose name she had
forgotten".
Other matters went badly for Daniel at this time. He was
defendant in the Chester Exchequer Court in a case concerning
the tithes of Daresbury. The case, which John lost, cost him
£100 or so and resulted in another source of income, that from
the tithes of his own manor, being taken away from him. Moreover, though John attended upon the Earl of Ormond when he
came to England in 1594, he gained nothing special from the
Earl's visit. Before returning to Ireland, however, Ormond
commended John to the Earl of Essex, a step which was not
without influence on Daniel's future.
But for the moment John's major preoccupation was another
lawsuit, this time over the possession of Runcorn rectory. This
big and valuable rectory had long been leased to the family of
Brooke of Norton; but, by hook or by crook (and the evidence
strongly suggests by crook), John had acquired a lease of the
rectory and so a lawsuit between the rivals Thomas Brooke and
John Daniel began. Brooke won, but only after Daniel had
spent a great deal of money on the case.
This lost lawsuit was certainly considered by John to be a
serious blow, "the first ground of all my ensuing misfortunes".
Moreover, the case left John feeling bitter against the Countess
of Essex, who had used her influence on Brooke's behalf against
Daniel. John's connection with the Earl of Essex never seems to
have been very close. Even Daniel's marriage to Jane, a servant
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of Lady Essex, did not substantially strengthen the link, though
this was probably John's chief objective.
Whom had John married? Jane was the daughter of an
impecunious Protestant nobleman from Flanders, whose nonstop work for his country, which was fighting for independence
from the Spaniards, ruined both his health and his estate. He
died about 1588 when Jane came over to England for religion's
sake. She joined the household of the Countess of Essex and
was her tire-woman, a position which in that age of everchanging costumes was a responsible one. Though a wife and
family may have added to John's financial problems, marrying
Jane must have been one of the most successful things he ever
did. She proved to be his one loyal companion throughout all
his later troubles.
To return to John. We argued that he was probably never very
intimate with Essex. Certainly by 1595 John had left Essex and
began to put his faith in Essex's great rival for power, Sir Robert
Cecil. John did make occasional attempts to gain the Earl's
support but these all failed. Thus in 1598 John tried to get the
Earl to appoint him a captain in his Ireland-bound army. John
was attracted by the idea; he could be in charge of his own men,
his own "trained soldiers in Cheshire", as he euphemistically
called what was probably for the most part a rabble of peasants
with pitch-forks. And, as captain, there would be good opportunities for making some money. But Essex's secretary informed
him that nothing could be done.
Meanwhile John fell on very bad times. Twenty or so letters
from Daniel to Sir Robert Cecil enable us to follow his activities
in the last five years of the century. We find him moving in and
out of prison, always in debt, always begging for help, always
protesting his loyalty to "our sacred Queen", always suggesting
schemes to mingle with England's enemies abroad; yes, always
abroad, for in England he dared not stay, otherwise his merciless
creditors would surely pounce on him. These were the most
desperate years of John's life. His letter of August 1595 to
Cecil is typical of many. He wrote:
"I am in great extremity, having not one penny to pay for my diet and cannot
tell where to find one. I have wearied my friends and am now likely to perish.
I offer my service, and both I, my wife and nine children will daily pray for you."

This letter met with untypical success: Cecil granted him a
pension of £40 a year, a reward presumably for his secret
service work in Flanders and for his willingness to make declarations against suspected enemies of the state. John immediately
had to pawn the patent for his pension to a merchant for £140
to pay off some of his debts.
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Always keen to prove his loyalty, John had his own cousin
seized and imprisoned at this time. Having just come from Rome
and being on his way to Ireland he was an obvious traitor, and
John wrote, "I would not have spared him if he had been my
brother. I am for her Maties service, without respect of persons."
Perhaps the unlucky cousin found some consolation a few weeks
later when John himself was locked behind bars, "in the Compter in the Poultry", though John's stay was not long, for he was
let out on bail.
Being very short of ready money, John visited Cecil once
more, only to be scornfully brushed aside. The next day John
tried again by letter:
"I was very loth to trouble you yesterday with many words; your speeches in
wishing me to follow others made me so sad as I know not what to do. I was
enlarged upon bail till Wednesday next; if I be committed again, 1 shall be utterly
undone, for I shall be cast among the common sort of beggars, where I cannot
live long.
Good Sir, I beseech you upon my knees, for the love of God and in the way of
charity, to have compassion of my hard estate, having a wife and nine children,
and not to forsake me in this extremity, and to be a mean to her Majesty for
granting my requests.
Want of apparel causeth me to stay from the Court."

To encourage Cecil to press the Queen to grant these requests
John offered him a bribe of £150, which gives us some insight
into the way the vast Cecil family fortunes were built up. John
was promising to give Cecil £150 out of the money Cecil was
going to get him from the Queen.
John's dramatic pleas gained him a limited success, for he
was granted "a protection for six months to travel about som
services of her Majesty's without danger of arrestes." Maybe
John set out on his travels again, probably to Ireland, plying
the only trade he knew, that of a secret agent.
As a result of this protection John remained out of prison till
May 1596, when he was arrested for debt: he owed £12 to a
cook who had earlier sold him food on credit. Again this was
only a short spell and Daniel was soon begging Cecil for another
protection. "I have taken order with the most part of my
creditors", he wrote, "but the rest do threaten and go about
earnestly to arrest me. I am forced to fly from place to place".
These eager creditors were always after his blood, or, rather,
their money. When John wanted to speak with Cecil in person
he had to visit him "before day", before his creditors were out
of bed; a hint, this, of the long hours Tudor ministers had to
work. Wolsey, Thomas Cromwell, Lord Burghley and the rest
had to concern themselves not only with the big affairs of state,
but also with the daily routine of administration and the personal
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affairs of a hundred private suitors, who, admittedly, brought
their bribes along with them. The system of patronage ran all
through Tudor society: if Daniel looked to Cecil to gain him the
Queen's favour, so lesser men looked to Daniel to gain them
Cecil's favour. On several occasions it is clear that this was
what was happening. For example, one Mr. Grafton's suit
passed via Cecil to the Queen with Daniel's support, and, "if it
be granted", Daniel wrote, "it would be no small credit to me
among my kinsmen and cousins", and he could hope to build
up his own body of clients, lesser men, maybe, but their lesser
bribes would have been nonetheless welcome.
In 1597 the stream of letters to Secretary Cecil continued:
John's creditors were still on his track. Daniel tried but failed
to get a monopoly to export "shoes, pantables and slippers"
and so by May 1597 his position had not improved one jot:
"The executions are come forth against me so as I dare not
walk abroad, neither am I able to defray for my diet in my
lodging. If I be committed, I must perish for want of maintenance."
A few days later John was committed, though only for one
night. A protection which Cecil had granted him earlier no
doubt secured his release. By July 1597, however, this had
expired and Daniel was desperate:
"My creditors do follow me daily in such earnest manner with executions and
writs as I know not what to do. To be committed, I had rather die; to live here,
I cannot with my liberty; to go into mine own country in a miserable estate
after my travail and long continuance here, I will not."

He went on to list all the (in his opinion) excellent reasons why
he should be rewarded:
"My services in forsaking 5 shillings a day pension beyond the seas, besides the
loss of 800 crowns; my coming hither to reveal the wicked practices of the Queen's
enemies there; my discovery of priests and other bad members since my coming;
my readiness to lay hands for the apprehension of any evil person suspected to
have come hither; in taking the oath of supremacy; and also in going to the
sermons and services here; [all these things] do manifest my faithful loyalty and
firmness in this religion. I beseech you to be a mean to her Majesty for granting
my humble petition. Failing some speedy order for my relief, I must sue for a
passport into Germany or some other place in league and amity with her Highness, for within the Spaniard's or Pope's governments I may not come; but
wheresoever I shall be come, I will remain a true and faithful subject to my
sovereign.
From my chamber where I must keep close, this 12th of July, 1597."

Months later, still in great distress, Daniel went begging for
help to the Earl of Essex, but got none. Upon his return to
London, "I fell sick, and so lie here in the house of a poor
widow, having not wherewith to pay for meat, drink or fire, or
to send for a physician. Since I was 18 years of age I was not
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without a man or boy, good apparel, and a sword, till within
these two years. Her Majesty hath known me since the fourth
year of her reign".
By the middle of May 1598 Daniel's suit was getting somewhere: the Queen wanted Cecil to tell her of his services before
she would reward him, and this she did soon afterwards with
£100.
What was John doing to deserve such a reward? Perhaps he
hunted down the odd Catholic priest, as he claimed; but more
probably Cecil intended to use him in Ireland on some kind of
secret service work. John was in Ireland soon after he had been
paid his £100, no doubt hoping to learn something of the rebellious Earl of Tyrone and his men. But in October 1598 his
liberty was taken from him again. He found himself in an Irish
prison and, what is more, in "the common gaol among the
beggars, where if I remain but one sevennight, you shall never
see me again". In fact we next see Daniel a month later inside
the Marshalsea prison in London. There he remained for some
twelve weeks, being discharged in February 1599.
In this unhappy year of 1599 even Daniel's own cousin
prosecuted him for debt. John tried to hold off his creditor
with fair promises, and in August 1599 he went to Dublin but
again failed to wring anything out of his one-time patron, the
Earl of Essex. He returned to London, took news to the Court,
but was immediately sent straight back to Ireland, arriving
there despite contrary winds eight days later. Daniel did not
stay long in Ireland and five weeks later Essex himself disobediently returned to England.
During 1599 John Daniel had been in two more of London's
prisons, the Counter in Wood Street and the Gatehouse. "I am
continually tossed from prison to prison and am daily threatened
by my creditors to be committed," he complained. He clearly
could not go on like this. At 55 years of age he was virtually a
messenger boy. Though he had mortgaged his rectory of
Minshull for £520 he was in debt. The £40 annuity which Cecil
granted him and the income which came to him from Daresbury
were insufficient to keep him out of gaol. He obstinately refused
to admit defeat, to retire a failure from costly London and
settle down on his own estate in dreary Daresbury. Like the
gambler, he still played hopefully for higher stakes. Were not
times just right for secret agents? Were not the Irish under
Tyrone once again up in arms? And were not the Spaniards
adding fuel to the Irish fires which devoured the lives of England's men and the money of England's Queen? Surely this was
a situation made for John Daniel. He tried to exploit it: he
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volunteered to go to Ireland to sow sedition among the enemy*
and at the same time asked Cecil for £120 and a daily increase
of 5s. on his wage. He received £10, but no work and no hope
of work.
It was now that John began blackmailing the Countess of
Essex. By May 1600 he had squeezed £1,720 out of her. The
blackmail episode is best told on the basis of Attorney General
Sir Edward Coke's case against John Daniel in the Star Chamber.
In the margin of Coke's text, as reported by a clerk, Daniel
wrote notes in his own hand and these add up to what we may
regard as his defence, though in fact, it seems, John was
allowed no counsel and made no defence in the Court.
The clerk's version of the Crown's case against John Daniel
ran thus (John's comments scribbled in the margin of the
document are given in brackets):
"Soon after Essex had been committed to custody in returning from Ireland,
Lady Frances, his Countess, handed to her servant, Jane Daniel, a casket of
letters for safe-keeping (for fear her house should be searched). Daniel found the
casket under his bed, secretly opened it (this excuseth my wife) and took out
20 or 30 letters (containing matters of disloyalty and contempt against her
Majesty's person), intending to make gain thereof. (No such purpose, but wishing
to discover and reveal matters of state). Daniel took them to Peter Bales, a
scrivener, to make copies and counterfeits of them (to read them better).
Later the Countess sent for the casket and, missing many of the letters, she
went to Daniel's house. She was greatly perplexed lest the Earl should conceive
some dislike against her for carelessly suffering his long and passionate love
letters to be divulged and spread abroad. (The letters of secrecy were kept most
secretly, which was my overthrow). The Countess questioned Daniel and his
wife about them, who denied them; (the letters were not denied but detained
for matters of state). Lady Frances told John that they were neither of importance
or danger to the state, nor to any particular person. (Before Bales saw the letters,
I could only read them in parts and I wished to discover if they were matters of
state).
Daniel pretended that he would use his utmost endeavour to find the missing
letters and shortly after wrote to the Countess, confessing that he had them, and
that he had become very much impoverished and decayed of late and that upon
some honourable consideration of his necessity he would restore them."

We might point out at this stage that as far as we can tell
Jane Daniel really did not know who had the missing letters.
Apparently she first found out from the Countess, for John
wrote to his wife:
"Jane, I am glad that the Countess of Essex made you acquainted where her
letters are, which I was loth to have done. But now I think good to let you know
that my decayed estate is more than I was willing you should be partaker of; and
although I meant to have delivered the Countess's letters to Her Majesty, yet
if I can recover myself by them that have wrought my decay, 1 will, for your sake,
forbear my purpose; [if] the Countess will deal well with me, and recompense
all my losses sustained by her and her lord, then I will willingly give her her
letters, otherwise I will deliver them to the Queen, as I was before determined;
and so do bid you heartily farewell. From the Court at Richmond, the last day
of February, 1600."
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Coke had reached the stage in his account when Daniel was
offering to return the missing letters for money:
"The Countess sent one of her servants to have the letters returned, and to assure
the prisoner that she would relieve his wants to the best of her ability, but he
would not part with them unless she paid him £1720, he alleging that if he showed
them to Lord Cobham and Sir Walter Raleigh, they would give him £3000 for
them (No such words). The Countess, not having so much money, and dreading
what might happen between her and her husband, was forced to sell her jewels,
and, having made up £1720, she paid it to the prisoner and received her letters;
but the prisoner, thinking his treacherous and bad practice might subsequently
come to light, demanded a general release from the Countess and her husband,
so as to prevent any danger that might ensue."

A release is a legal agreement whereby one party promises
not to trouble the other for any debts or actions, i.e., a written
discharge. The release which Daniel drew up has blackmail
written all over it, for it reads:
"Be it knowen to all men that I Ladie Frances, Countess of Essex, as well in
consideration of a marriage before solemnized between my servant Jane and
John Daniel esq., as also in recompense of such losses as he sustained by my
lord and me in writynge of our severall letters against him tuchyng the title of
Runcorn parsonage, have not only freely given him £1720, but also I doe protest
that if I have eyther faith, honor or relygyon hee shall never be trobled nor called
in question for that money."

By now Daniel's guilt was obvious:
"All this plainly appeared to the Court .... and .... the Attorney General
prayed for some extraordinary and exemplary punishment, (my unjust deserts
in seeking to discover the truth, and meaning to reveal the same to her Majesty).
The Court, considering the heinousness of the offences, adjudged the prisoner
to pay a fine of £3000 to her Majesty, and to be committed to the Fleet Prison
for life."

Other sources reveal that Daniel was also to be "set upon the
pillory with his ears thereunto nailed and a paper on his head
inscribed with these words: FOR FORGERY, CORRUPT
COSENAGES AND OTHER LEWD PRACTICES."
A major difficulty with this case is that we do not know what
there was in the letters which gave John his chance to blackmail
the Countess of Essex. The blackmail may have been mixed
up in hidden court intrigues. Indeed, one writer, Mr. E. M.
Tenison, has seen in the blackmail episode the key to an understanding of the fall of the Earl of Essex. (Mr. Tenison was
actually a woman who pretended to be a man because she
believed that women did not get a fair hearing in the historical
world.)
Tenison's interpretation runs as follows: Daniel, via the
skilful pen of Peter Bales the scrivener, added occasional
treasonable expressions to the copies of the Earl's letters to the
Countess. The forged copies, containing the treasonable addi-
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tions, were handed to some powerful patron who showed them
to the Queen. Elizabeth, having read the forged letters, was
furious. This, and this alone, is why Essex, who had six months
earlier returned to Court on his own initiative from Ireland,
was never restored to the Queen's favour. The Earl was later
"goaded into some demonstration" which appeared to confirm
the treason that the forged letters suggested. In 1601 Essex's
rivals were victorious; Essex's head was off.
This account is mainly based on guesswork. We do not know
that treasonable additions were made to the copies Bales wrote;
we do not know that the Queen ever saw the letters. Even if they
were and even if she did, this would be only one factor among
many which account for the permanent fall of the Earl from
Elizabeth's favour. There are too many possibilities and too
many unanswerable questions for a satisfactory interpretation.
Why, for example, was Daniel not prosecuted until after Essex's
execution and thus given over a year to enjoy his ill-gotten
gains?
Leave the blackmail for the moment. What did John do with
the £1,720? Within six months he had got rid of almost every
penny. He purchased for £420 a lease of the spacious parsonage
of Hackney, near London. Another £350 was spent on silver
and gilt goods, fashionable clothes and so on, but most of these
items he immediately resold to various gentlemen who gave
him bonds, not cash, in return. The Daresbury household
accounts show that John sent up £40 into Cheshire. Finally
John lent at least £1,500 to sundry persons in amounts varying
from 15s. 4d. to £400. This rapid diffusion of the dirty money
might have been deliberate policy: the poverty-stricken debtor
not wishing to advertise too obviously that he had suddenly
struck gold. So the £1,720 was converted into real estate in the
form of Hackney parsonage and into monetary assets in the
form of legal bonds. As we shall see, these latter proved unfortunate for John.
There is still a discrepancy of over £500 between the amount
Daniel disposed of and the £1,720 he had of the Countess. This
discrepancy is doubled if we add the £520 with which he redeemed his parsonage of Minshull (mortgaged to a lawyer) and
is too big to be simply ignored. A possible explanation is to be
found in one of Tenison's ideas, that John had a patron at
court. Perhaps John was paid a big sum by a courtier for the
forged but identical copies of the Earl's letters. To support
this Tenison quotes a few lines of a ballad apparently written
after the arraignment of Sir Walter Raleigh. The versifier
entitled his work, "The despairing complainte of wretched
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Rawleighe for his treacheries wrought against the worthie
Essex." The relevant lines portray Raleigh speaking to the ghost
of Essex:
"For as by letters I procured thy bane
which of a perjured villaine I did buye,
whoe for commoditie had stollene the same
from her to whome thou sendst them faithfully,
containeinge nought but truth and modestie,
Yet I, which knew they would thee much infest
did spare noe cost till I hadd them possesst."

Such evidence proves little and we cannot condemn Raleigh
on the strength of it. But it tends to support the hypothesis that
John had a patron and was well paid for the copies.
However, the money cost John his Star Chamber conviction,
after which he reverted naturally and immediately to his long
practised art of petitioning for relief. In his first petition, a classic
of verbosity, John, addressing the Queen, confessed "the justice
of his punishment" yet asked to be pardoned, "especially the
corpora] infliction of pillory most memorable for shame and
external stain to gentility." While it is true that an enemy years
later could chide John with having been in the pillory, more
embarrassing in the long run was the £3,000 fine; and it is with
this that many of the Daniels' one hundred or so petitions are
concerned. These petitions were concocted during the years
1601-10, i.e., both during his imprisonment and after his
release, which was granted by a general pardon of King James
I at the beginning of his reign in 1603. Anybody who was
anybody was petitioned by John and Jane; and Jane was
hardly exaggerating when she told Sir Thomas Egerton, "I
have delivered above 100 petitions since my husband's first
troubles and ten of them are not yet answered."
In their petitions John and Jane say the same things over and
over again. They ask for John's liberty; demand the return of
his bonds and evidences, so that those who owed John money
could be sued; request the right to sue "in forma pauperis",
in the form of a poor person, paying no lawyer's fees and thus
reducing the costs of litigation; complain about the corruption
of Crown officials who undervalue their estates and steal their
household goods; and beg relief to avoid the consequences of
John's inevitable indebtedness to the wardens of the Fleet
prison for his costly stay there.
Petitioning was a long, frustrating business, yet John's efforts
were partly rewarded. Buckhurst, kind man, ordered the return
of bonds worth £200 and told officials of the slow-moving
Exchequer quickly to attach persons indebted to John, "that
he may the sooner be relieved." Again, John was allowed to
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sue "in forma pauperis" in the common law courts: four
lawyers and two attorneys were to help him gratis.
The Daniels' chief complaint was that Crown officials undervalued their property. When John was sentenced to pay a fine
of £3,000 his estates were seized by the Crown. Hackney
parsonage and its goods, when sold, raised £530 12s. 2d.,
though Jane complained that the parsonage was worth £2,000;
and the rectory of Minshull was taken by the Crown in lieu of
£520, which was fair enough, for this was twenty times the
rent John received from his tenant Thomas Minshull. The
household goods, cattle and other moveables of Daresbury
were seized and sold allegedly (and probably) at very low prices
by the sheriff, an old rival of John's, to himself and his
friends. The manor of Daresbury itself was not sold outright,
but the profits went to the Countess of Essex by a grant from
the Crown, not to John. The sheriff valued Daresbury at £60 a
year, which, John complained, was too low by far. It seems
he was right for the weekly manorial accounts of Daresbury
which have survived for the period 1596-1600 show that the
overall annual profit to John over these years averaged above
£100.
With the debts due to John not collected and his estates
undervalued, it was obvious that the £3,000 fine would never
be paid in John's lifetime. While John was in prison his wife
and four children were not barred access to him and may
indeed have lived there with him, though for some of this time
they were certainly in lodgings. After John's release from the
Fleet he and his family, having been first officially declared
free from sickness, made their way into the provinces, no doubt
seeking the eighty or so persons who owed him money. It is
unlikely that John ever recovered many of these debts, most of
which in any case were reserved by the Crown as part payment
of the fine. John in his unaccustomed role as creditor toured
round Berkshire and Hampshire, though most of his debtors
lived in the capital. His task was made no easier by the fact
that once he had returned to London and he lived there most
of the time till his death he himself was always likely to be
locked in prison for debt; for, although extant receipts show
that John paid over £47 to the wardens for his food and lodgings
in the Fleet, he was still in debt to them when he was released
in 1603. He wrote on one occasion, "I dare not present myself
abroad for fear of arresting by Mr. Phillipps [the warden]."
Hidden away in his chamber John spent much of his time
writing petitions and books about his misfortunes. He appropriately entitled his books, "Danyell's Disasters", and "The
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varyable accedents of a pryvat man's lyffe, being an account of
the unexpected Calamytys dyscovered in the tyme of my
meserable trebles, Hapnyng in the lyffe of me John Danyell
of Deresbury in the Countie of Chester, Esquyre". A third and
longer work supposedly written by Jane but almost certainly
written by John it is in his hand and contains his favourite
expressions was labelled, "A true Declaration of the fatal
Accident of Jane Danyell." In 1610 John appealed to James I
for permission to publish these works. Permission was granted,
but the books were never published.
Such literary exercises may have helped pass the time but
could hardly have brought in much money; and there is no
evidence to suggest that John also engaged in more mundane
money-making matters. But Jane, besides personally pestering
privy councillors with petitions, earned some cash by her service
upon gentlewomen and by her needlework. The petitioning
went against the grain. Time-consuming and so often fruitless,
it tested Jane's patience to the utmost. Her petition to Lord
Keeper Egerton rings true:
"I most humbly crave that your honour will be a means to help me to a speedy
end, for I have more need to work and get my children bread than to sue any
longer."

It was Jane who kept her husband and family alive. She earned
above £100 a year by "making of tyres" and some kind of head
dresses for ladies of the court. John admitted that but for Jane,
"I should have been forced to sell all I have in the world (to my
great dysgrace)". She emerges from a study of the Daniel papers
as a determined and very loyal wife.
John Daniel's character is more problematic. The Countess
of Essex thought him "the most perfidious wretch that ever did
infect the air with breath." Another speaks of "his prodigall
and luxurious lyvynge". Certainly a debtor and blackmailer, he
was probably a forger and perjurer too. However, his patriotism
seems sincere and to judge from his rewards Sir Robert Cecil
considered his work as a secret agent to be useful. Perhaps he
was fortunate to die as he did on 30 April 1610. He had escaped
an occupational hazard about which he once wrote, "I know
my reward if they shall light upon me."
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